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• About CDP

• Company journey: from measurement to leadership and the enabling role of 

disclosure;

• Low-carbon transition: the leadership challenge;

OVERVIEW
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CDP runs the global disclosure system that enables companies, cities, states 

and regions to measure and manage their environmental impacts. 

We have built the most comprehensive collection of self-reported 

environmental data in the world. 

Our network of investors and purchasers and policymakers around the globe, 

use our data and insights to make better-informed decisions. 

Through our offices and partners in 50 countries we have driven 

unprecedented levels of environmental disclosure.

ABOUT CDP



Companies take action to 
tackle climate change, 

safeguard water resources 
and prevent the destruction 

of forests.

INVESTORS & 
COMPANIES 

COMPANIES & 
SUPPLIERS Request 

environmental 
information 

through CDP

Measure 
their impact 
to improve 

performance

Companies and suppliers provide data on 
environmental impacts, risks, opportunities, 

investments and strategies.

Investors and purchasing companies use 
CDP to make informed decisions, reward 

companies with superior performance and 
drive action. 

HOW WE WORK
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THE GROWTH OF DISCLOSURE
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Reporting 
companies now 
represent over 
50% of global 
market 
capitalization



525+ investors with US$96 trillion in assets
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110+ supply chain members with over US$3 trillion in purchasing power 

7,000+ companies responded through CDP

620+ cities disclosed environmental information

120+ states and regions measured their environmental impacts

Name | @Twitter

MORE DISCLOSING THAN EVER BEFORE



CDP UNDERPINS DATA USED BY THE MARKET
Across the financial markets, policy initiatives and civil society
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From measurement to 
leadership 

Name| @Twitter



Progression ladder
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Journey (start of)
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2003

[Does] climate change 
represent commercial 
risks and/or 
opportunities for your 
company?

As a responsible corporation, X believes that significantly improving its energy efficiency is the 
best way we can contribute to finding meaningful solutions to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. X has had energy efficiency improvement programs for more than 15 years, and we 
will continue to strive toward world-class energy use benchmarks for each of our manufacturing 
processes. X also plans on addressing climate change through the development of a global 
carbon emission reduction objective based on potential energy efficiency improvements under 
our Corporate Environmental Objectives program. As a Corporation, we plan to continue to 
monitor development of the climate change issue and to ensure that Xplays a positive role in 
helping to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Ultimate responsibility for compliance with governmental and Corporate climate change 
requirements will rest with business and facility managers. Our Corporate Environment and 
Energy Department is in charge of managing climate change related issues. 

Do you allocate 
responsibility for 
managing climate change 
related issues?



Journey (where we are)
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2003 Voluntary 
disclosure

Facility 
managers

GHG reductions 
w/ EE

Monitor climate 
change issue

2018 Board levelScenario analysis/ 
Climate Risk Asses.

Business 
transformation

Mandatory 
TCFD

Separate 
report

Main corporate 
report

Company 
impact on env.

Env. impact 
on company
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MEASURE AND MANAGE CARBON EMISSIONS

Drawing on interviews with 38 firms in 7 countries that disclosed to CDP, we 
find that the benefits firms experience from the measurement and disclosure 
process are more diverse in nature than expected. They can be both 
operational and strategic, and internal as well as external.
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https://www.millani.ca/news-and-publications

Firms that disclosed through the CDP 
ranked 19 percentiles better than the 
average firm in their ability to access capital,1

Investors favoured CDP because 
comprehensive voluntary disclosure: i) 
enhances awareness of material threats 
and opportunities of climate change; and ii) 
enables dialogue between firms and 
investors.  As a result, investors are more 
likely to provide capital to firms that disclose 
through the CDP.
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IMPACT ON ACCESS TO CAPITAL



COMMITMENT TO THE TRANSITION TO A ZERO 
CARBON ECONOMY



BUSINESS IMPACTS –
CLIMATE CHANGE

@CDP16

Recent report from the IPCC 

showed that the next decade is 

crucial in our shift to a sustainable 

economy

Emissions need to halve by 2030, 

but after being flat for three years, 

they have recently been on the 

rise. 



BUSINESS RESPONSE – CLIMATE CHANGE COMMITMENTS 

@CDP17

40% surge in companies setting 

emissions reduction targets in line 

with Paris Agreement

Some 672 companies now with 

SBTs

RE100 initiative has led to 204 

companies committing to 100% 

renewable energy
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60% of 
historical 
emissions
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Source: https://psmag.com/news/how-will-hurricane-michael-affect-oil-
operations-in-the-gulf

Source: https://www.nola.com/news/article_c0d0ad61-b859-51c6-b4e2-5b78752bca44.html

https://www.entergy.com/userfiles/content/our_community/environment/Gul
fCoastAdaptation/Building_a_Resilient_Gulf_Coast.pdf
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Source: The Guardian, January 2019

Source: The Economist, September 2019

Source: https://money.cnn.com/2005/09/23/news/fortune500/katrina_entergy/



2ºC: AN ALTERNATIVE FUTURE THAT YOU SHOULD NOT UNDERESTIMATE
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 Transition risk and the

… danger of modelling the future 
using the assumptions of the 
past. 
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FORECASTS VS. SCENARIOS



 Manage complex supply-chains around the globe with global 
engineering teams to deploy projects in remote places;

 Excellent knowledge of how to built stable platforms at sea, 
dealing with corrosion, sea forces, etc;

 Knowledge of compression, cooling of gases, critical for their 
transport (H2, CO2);

 Technical issues related with interaction of gases and 
steel/materials;

 (…)
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OPPORTUNITIES: TRANSFERABLE SKILLS
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